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Abstract

The objective of this study was to compare results from endometrial culture swabs with results

from culturing of endometrial biopsies. The culture results were related to cytological findings

(polymorphonuclear; PMN-cells) and histological observations (PMN-cells). Biopsy and swab

samples were smeared on the surface of a blood agar petri dish, and examined for growth of

bacteria. Cytology samples were obtained from endometrial biopsies, stained and examined under

microscopy for the presence of PMN-cells. Endometrial biopsies were examined for the presence of

PMN-infiltration of the endometrial luminal epithelium and the stratum compactum. Using the

presence of PMNs in a tissue specimen as the ‘‘best standard’’ for diagnosing endometritis, the

sensitivity of bacterial growth from an endometrial biopsy was 0.82. The sensitivity for cytology was

0.77, and the sensitivity of bacterial growth from an endometrial surface swab was 0.34. The

specificity for biopsy cultures, swab cultures, and cytology to diagnose endometritis were 0.92, 1.0,

and 1.0 respectively. The positive predictive value for biopsy cultures, swab cultures, and cytology

were 0.97, 1.0, and 1.0 respectively. The negative predictive value for biopsy cultures, swab cultures,

and cytology were 0.67, 0.44, and 0.62 respectively. In conclusion, bacteriological culture and

cytology from an endometrial biopsy provide the practitioner with the most accurate results regarding

both sensitivity and positive predictive value.
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1. Introduction

Bacterial infection in the uterus is recognized as a major cause of reproductive failure in

mares [1–12]. In an early study, one-third of all barren mares examined for bacterial growth

from an endometrial swab were found to be infected [2]. More recent data indicated that the

prevalence of infected barren mares remains high [11]. Bacteriological culture of swabs

from the surface of the endometrium has been used in the diagnosis of uterine infection

since the beginning of the past century [2,3]. The procedures for sample collection have

improved and the use of a guarded swab to obtain samples from the endometrial surface for

culture is now common practice [13–15]. All commercially available endometrial swabs

are based on a double-guarded, sterile cotton swab. Although the collection of a sample

from bacterial culture is non-invasive and simple, the technique may provide false negative

results. Later studies reported mares with negative cultures may still have free uterine fluid

and or debris on the external genitalia, consistent with endometritis [16,17]. Causes of

endometritis, other than bacterial infection, have also been described [18–20].

Histological examination and classification of biopsy material from the endometrium

was initially described by several authors [21,22]. Using a biopsy punch, a tissue sample

was taken or collected from the endometrium and examined histologically for the presence

of inflammation. Depending on the degree of inflammation, fibrosis and glandular

degeneration present in the endometrium, mares were classified in one of four categories

with regards to expected reproductive performance (I, IIa, Iib, and III) [23,24]. Further

development of the classification system, with classification into seven groups related to

histological changes and foaling rates, has been proposed by other authors [25].

Correlation between susceptibility to infection and histological changes has been reported

[19]. Cytological examination for polymorphonuclear cells (PMN-cells) in a stained smear

obtained from the surface of the endometrium is an easy tool for quick diagnosis of uterine

inflammation under practical field conditions [12,26–29]. The cytological and histological

examination only indicates however, that the mare has inflammation, but does not provide

the etiology of the condition.

Examining the accuracy of diagnosis of joint disease, it was demonstrated [30,31] that

culture from joint capsule or villi material often resulted in isolation of bacteria, where the

result of culture from the synovial fluid from the same joint had been negative. Referring to

these observations, we hypothesized that bacteriological culture from endometrial biopsies

would be a more sensitive procedure than culture from an endoemetrial swab.

The objective of this study was to compare culture results from endometrial swabs and

endometrial biopsies. The results were related to cytological findings (PMN-cells) and

histological observations (PMN-cells).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

A total of 212 Danish Warmblood and standardbred mares were used in the study, which

was conducted from 1996 to 1999. Only mares for which a request was made by owners or
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studfarm managers for routine ‘‘endometrial culture swabbing’’ in association with

insemination, were included in the study. All mares were in estrus at the time of sampling,

and mares were included in the study, whether a history of previous fertility problems was

present or not.

2.2. Equipment and procedures for sample collection

Mares were restrained in an examination stock during all procedures. The tail was

covered with a disposable examination glove (Equi-VetR, Kruuse, Marslev, Denmark),

and the vulva and perineal region were rinsed in warm water and then dried with paper.

Endometrial biopsies were obtained using sterilized biopsy punch instruments [Equi-

VetR, Kruuse, Fig. 1A) or Divisible Biopsy Punch (Kruuse; Fig. 1B). A biopsy speculum

was designed as a simple stainless steel tube with two small handles in the caudal end

(Fig. 1C). Following separation of the vulvar labia, the biopsy speculum was introduced

through the vagina and placed in the caudal part of the cervical canal. The tip of biopsy

punch was slid through the tube and through the remaining part of the cervical canal

into the uterine lumen. The biopsy was taken from the anterior part of the uterine body

and the instrument was retracted into the stainless steel tube, which was removed from

the vagina. A sterilized pair of pincers was used to smear the biopsy on to a blood

agar-plate.

A guarded swab (Equi-VetR; Kruuse; Fig. 1D) was used to obtain an endometrial

culture, following the procedure described by Brook [29]. The swab was kept in contact

with the endometrial surface for at least 30 s. The endometrial biopsy was always obtained

before introduction of the guarded swab.
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Fig. 1. (Picture 5964) from above: (A) biopsy punch of the type Equi-VetR; (B) divisible biopsy punch; (C)

stainless steel biopsy speculum; (D) disposable Equi-VetR swab rod.



2.3. Microbiology

All samples (biopsies and swabs) were smeared on the surface of a blood agar petri dish

(Mueller-Hinton with 5% toxin free calf-blood; Steins Laboratory, Broerup, Denmark).

After 24 h incubation in atmospheric air at 37 8C, growth was identified. Agars with no

growth were incubated another 24 h at 37 8C and re-examined [32]. A commercially

available, prepacked biochemical reaction system API 20 ER, API 20 staphR or API 20

strepR (Bio Mérieux, Vercieu, France) was used, if further typing of cultures were needed.

Only substantial growth in monoculture was recorded as positive growth. If >90% of the

grown colonies in an incubated agar was of one species, the result was considered as

substantial growth in monoculture. Any other growth in mixed culture was considered to be

the result of contamination and recorded as a negative growth result.

2.4. Cytology

The endometrial biopsy was smeared on a microscope glass slide (after being smeared

on to the agar). The slide was stained using the HaemacolourR-system (Merck, Glostrup,

Denmark), air-dried and examined by light microscopy (400� magnification) for the

prescence of PMN-cells. When PMN-cells were present in more than 0.5% of all cells in

the sample, it was considered positive for endometrits [33]. A minimum of 200 cells were

counted in each sample.

2.5. Histology

Endometrial biopsies for histological examination were fixed in 10% formalin and sent

to a referral laboratory for histological preparation and examination. A haematoxylin and

eosin stained slide was examined by light microscopy for the presence of PMN-infiltration

of the endometrial luminal epithelium and the stratum compactum [33]. Infiltration of one

or more PMNs per five fields of high magnification (400�) was considered as evidence of

acute endometritis [24].

2.6. Statistics

All comparisons were made by a Chi square test, and significance was set at

P < 0.05. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value

for different diagnostic tests were calculated. The test that was considered superior in a

given comparison was chosen as the best standard. When results of culture from an

endometrial biopsy were used as the best standard against culture from an endometrial

surface swab, sensitivity was calculated as the proportion of mares with positive growth

from an endometrial biopsy and a positive growth from an endometrial swab.

Specificity was calculated as the proportion of mares with no growth obtained from an

endometrial biopsy and no growth obtained from the endometrial swab. The positive

predictive value was calculated as the proportion of mares with positive growth from an

endometrial biopsy among the mares with positive growth from an endometrial swab.

The negative predictive value was calculated as the proportion of mares with no growth
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from an endometrial biopsy among the mares with no growth from an endometrial

swab.

When the results of histology were used as the best standard, the presence of PMN-cells

in the luminal epithelium and stratum compactum of the endometrium was considered to

be an indicator of infection. The sensitivity was calculated as the proportion of mares with

PMN-cells in the tissue that was positive in the compared test (e.g. biopsy culture, swab or

cytology). The specificity was calculated as the proportion of mares without PMN-cells in

the tissue that is negative in the compared test. The positive predictive value was calculated

as the proportion of mares with PMN-cells in the tissue among the positive in the compared

test. The negative predictive value was calculated as the proportion of mares without PMN-

cells in the tissue among the negative in the compared test.

3. Results

Growth of specific bacteria from either swab, biopsy or both was obtained from 39% of

all mares (Table 1). The most common bacteria cultured was beta haemolytic Streptococci

(77%). In 2% of all positive cultures, bacterial growth was observed from the swab and not

from the biopsy, and in 55% of positive cultures the swab was negative for bacterial growth

while the biopsy cultured positive.

Bacterial growth in monoculture from both the endometrial swab and the endometrial

biopsy was observed in 43% of the samples (Table 1). The same bacteria were detected in

all pairs of culture in the swab and biopsy groups.

Results obtained from eight (4%) swab cultures and twenty (9%) biopsy cultures were

found with growth of more than one type of bacteria. These were considered as

contamination and recorded as negative growth. In all these cases of mixed growth, except

one, four to six different types of bacterias were seen in equal numbers. In only one case of

mixed growth there was growth of only two types of bacteria (approximately 50%
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Table 1

Bacteriological growth results from endometrial swab and biopsy cultures from mares

Result Number (%) Total (%)

Swab� and biopsy� No growth 128 (61) 128 (61)

Swab+ and biopsy� E. coli 2 (1) 2 (1)

Swab� and biopsy+ Beta hem. streptococci 40 (19)

Staph. aureus 2 (1)

E. coli 2 (1)

Pseu. aeroginosa 2 (1) 46 (22)

Swab+ and biopsy+ Beta hem. streptococci 23 (11)

E. coli 7 (3)

Micrococcus 1 (<1)

Fecal streptococci 1 (<1)

Pseu. aeroginosa 3 (1)

Yeast 1 (<1) 36 (17)

Total 212 (100) 212 (100)

Diagnosis: monoculture growth (+). No growth/low grade mixed growth (�).



hemolytic Streptococci and 50% E. coli). The prevalence of mixed growth was not different

between the two sample collection methods (P > 0.1).

If result of growth (+, �) from the swabs of the 212 mares is tested against growth (+, �)

from a biopsy as the ‘‘best standard’’ (Table 2), the sensitivity of the swab test was 0.44.

The specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value were 0.98, 0.95 and

0.74 respectively.

In a total of 48 of the 212 mares, histological and cytological examination was also

performed. The results of these examinations (PMN-cells +, �) are listed in Table 3 in

association with numbers of mares with obtained growth (+, �).

Using the prescence of PMNs in a tissue specimen from the uterus as the ‘‘best

standard’’ for diagnosing endometritis, the sensitivity of bacterial growth from an

endometrial biopsy was 0.82. The sensitivity of bacterial growth from an endometrial

surface swab was 0.34, and the sensitivity for cytology was 0.77. The specificity for biopsy

cultures, swab cultures, and cytology to diagnose endometritis were 0.92, 1.0, and 1.0

respectively.
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Table 2

Results obtained after endometrial culture of mares, presented in a two by two table for calculation of sensitivity

Biopsy+ Biopsy� Sum Sensitivity Specificity Positive

predictive

value

Negative

predictive

value

Swab+ 36 (17%) 2 (1%) 38 (18%) 0.44 0.98 0.95 0.74

Swab� 46 (22%) 128 (60%) 174 (82%)

Sum 82 (39%) 130 (61%) 212 (100%)

Swab culture is tested against endometrial biopsy culture as the best standard.

Table 3

Histological examination of an endometrial biopsy from 48 mares

Histology+

(PMN+)

Histology�
(PMN�)

Sum Sensitivity Specificity Positive

predictive

value

Negative

predictive

value

Biopsy+ 29 (60%) 1 (2%) 30 (62%) 0.82 0.92 0.97 0.67

Biopsy� 6 (13%) 12 (25%) 18 (38%)

Sum 35 (73%) 13 (27%) 48 (100%)

Swab+ 12 (25%) 0 (0%) 12 (25%) 0.34 1.00 1.00 0.44

Swab� 23 (48%) 13 (27%) 39 (75%)

Sum 35 (73%) 13 (27%) 48 (100%)

Cytology+ 27 (56%) 0 (0%) 27 (56%) 0.77 1.00 1.00 0.62

Cytology� 8 (17%) 13 (27%) 21 (44%)

Sum 35 (73%) 13 (27%) 48 (100%)

Substantial bacteriological growth (+) or no growth/mixed growth (�) from biopsy smears and endometrial

surface swabs was as well as cytological examination from smears (+, �: >0.5% PMN) tested against histological

examination (+, �: >one PMN-cell/five high magnification fields (400�). Results from histological examination

are used as the best standard.



The positive predictive value for biopsy cultures, swab cultures, and cytology were 0.97,

1.0, and 1.0 respectively. The negative predictive value for biopsy cultures, swab cultures,

and cytology were 0.67, 0.44, and 0.62 respectively.

4. Discussion

This study was designed to compare the accuracy of three different laboratory methods

for diagnosis of endometritis with results from histological examination. To our

knowledge, this is the first time that the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive positive and

negative values of bacteriological and cytological examinations have been reported. The

detection of PMN-cells in a histological examination of the luminal epithelium and the

stratum compactum was considered by the authors to be the most accurate diagnosis of

endometritis and uterine infection, and therefore used as a ‘‘the best standard’’. It has long

been recognized that the presence of PMN-cells is the most accurate indication of

inflammation, but without positive bacterial culture and identification of a causing agents,

it is difficult to propose protocols for treatment of the mare [33]. The sensitivity of bacterial

cultures from an endometrial swab was 0.44, compared to samples that were obtained from

an endometrial biopsy. ‘‘The best standard’’ is considered to be ‘‘the real truth’’. However,

no test that is chosen as a ‘‘the best standard’’ is 100% accurate, and can consequently

always be improved. Results obtained from this study suggest that the sensitivity of

microbiological examinations of the equine endometrium can increase by obtaining a

sample from a biopsy rather than from an endometrial swab.

Endometrial biopsy is a relatively non-invasive procedure routinely performed by

practitioners in the field. Once a biopsy has been obtained, it is easy to smear the specimen

on an agar plate for culture. Subsequently there is no need for an endometrial swab.

Since no PMN-cells were detected in stained endometrial smears in any case of samples

with mixed growth, all mixed bacterial growth samples were considered to be

contamination. The risk of bacterial contamination of samples was similar when either

of the two methods for culture was performed. The importance of endometrial cytology in

the diagnosis of equine endometritis was initially described [26]. The method was later

further developed and described [12,27,34]. These authors used >0.5% PMN-cells of all

observed cells under light microscopy as a cut-off to diagnose endometritis in a stained

slide from smears obtained from endometrial swabs or biopsies. The correlation between

infection and histological evidence of PMN-cells has been described [21–23]. The

diagnostic value of detecting PMN-cells is generally considered very high. The detection

of PMN-cells in the endometrial epithelium and stratum compactum in a histological

preparation/slide has been considered to be the best method of diagnosing uterine

inflammation [25]. However the exact sensitivity of this method has not yet been calculated

and compared to the sensitivity of other methods in the diagnosis of endometritis, such as

bacteriology and cytology.

When histological examinations from endometrial biopsies were used as ‘‘the best

standard’’, the sensitivity of bacteriology obtained from endometrial biopsy (0.82) was

superior to both cytological examination (0.77) and bacteriology obtained from an

endometrial swab (0.34). This demonstrates that bacteriological diagnosis could be
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improved under field conditions, so that both diagnosis of the infection and detection of the

agents could be achieved within a short time (few days) with a very high degree of

sensitivity. However, a small proportion of samples were considered to be false negative

also when this method was used to diagnose endometritis. This could be the result of a lack

of sensitivity in laboratory methods for culturing bacteria. For example, culture conditions

to promote growth of anaerobic bacteria were not included in this study.

All three tests had a very high positive predictive value (0.97, 1.00 and 1.00). This

demonstrates that whichever method is used, a positive sample in any given sample is an

accurate indication of endometritis, based on the presence of PMN cells in tissue samples.

In contrast, our results suggest that a negative sample is not completely accurate for any of

the three methods tested. However, bacteriological examination of an endometrial biopsy

and cytological examination were superior to culture swabs also in this regard.

Histological examination of an endometrial biopsy, as shown in this study, is the most

reliable diagnostic test for endometritis and uterine infection. The histological examination

allows detection of inflammatory response caused by uterine infectious agents and

evaluation of chronic degenerative disorders of the endometrium in the same procedure

[33]. A practical disadvantage of this method is however, the duration between sampling

and laboratory results This time may not be available for a mare presented in estrus during

the breeding season. In comparison, bacteriological results can be cultured overnight.

In conclusion, a combination of bacterial culture from an endometrial biopsy and

endometrial cytology were the most accurate and practical method to diagnose equine

endometritis.
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